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This Issue features Mehar Bahl's cover story on ‘Frozen or Frozen in Time?' which builds around the idea that Disney enjoys hegemonic
presence in the film industry, using which it endeavors to bring together the best of what it has already produced while adapting to the
changing narrative of the day. The article critically analyzes Disney's Frozen movie sequels and argues how far Disney is able to
radicalize the issues of homosexuality, racism, and patriarchy in an increasingly capitalist-consumerist world on whose ideal notions it
thrives. Next, Roshini Srivastava in her analysis 'Politics of Control: Investigating Uttar Pradesh's Population Control Policy and China's
Three-Child Policy Shift' explores the future consequences of UP's two-child policy by studying the impact that such coercive measures
have brought about in China and why China is reversing its policy after so many decades. Mrigu Sambyal's 'Parliamentary Disruptions:
Wars Won To Lose' brings to the forefront the issues of constant disruptions and parliamentary inefficiencies which have become quite
common in India. The piece criticizes the recently-concluded Monsoon Session 2021 which pitched a not-so-plausible picture of the
Parliament as some bills were not passed, others were passed without discussion, and many others were passed without being sent to
the Standing or Select Committee. Then we have Meghna Yadav, who in her work, 'Uniform Civil Code: One Land, One Law' explores the
possibility of India heading towards a common civil code, marking a historical trajectory of why no such law has been implemented yet
and what the challenges are that lie ahead of it, if it is to be implemented in the near future. Ekta Goyal in her article 'India's
Engagement with ASEAN' charts out a long-standing ASEAN-India partnership, highlighting India's place in the world of nations, its
efforts to enhance its cooperation and collaboration with ASEAN. The article also brings to light the new areas of partnership that have
been discussed in the 18th ASEAN-India Summit.  

Saumya Sen in her article 'Failed Institutions: Are we Prepared for the Next Disaster' charts out the historical enactment of Disaster
Management Act, 2005 which led to the formation of integrated institutions, that performed poorly and were unable to prevent disasters
in India. The article also talks about recent establishment of the Center for Disaster Management and Research (CDMR) in IIT, Guwahati,
aiming to address the issues of disaster risk reduction in the North-Eastern region of India and asks what measures can be taken to
prevent this institution from becoming non-functional and redundant in the future? Harshita's piece 'From Sniff to Snatch: The Fight
Between Pegasus and Privacy' forces readers to ponder upon the power of technology. Highlighting some of the potential threats posed
by Pegasus virus, the analysis argues how this technology is being (mis)used by certain countries, while others like the US are revolting
against it, arguing that it goes much far ahead in its act of breaching privacy of the citizens through shocking and unthinkable modes
and mediums. Ishrit Walia's 'Glorious Moments, Intimidating Challenges' investigates the lives of many sportspersons in India, rigged
with struggles and yet full of determination to move out of shackles of poverty. The article raises an important question: do they pursue
their uncharted dream of sports out of passion or is their move motivated by their desire to have a better life and identity?

Finally, the section on poetry follows next which will help you engage creatively with art, history and memory. Hunardeep Kaur's 'Of
Memoirs and Recollections' delves deeper into history -- the written, the unwritten and the re-written, inked in blood, and how it lies
somewhere between black and white, stuck in the middle of truth and lie, an in-between state. Shreeja Dwivedi's 'Ode to Art' is a
reverence for art, the art which is liberation, expression, happiness, resistance, and a medium to connect people. We have compiled all
these works with a lot of thought; we really hope that our audience is able to connect with them as much as we do. 

And, if you haven’t read our previous publication yet, we urge you to go back to Volume 2, Issue 2 on ‘The Tale of Pandemics in India'
which investigates the pandemic from a variety of perspectives, ranging from the challenges that were faced by India to the question of
vaccine nationalism that was being raised by many developing countries across the world. 

FOUNDERS' 

NOTE 
We are pleased to announce the publication of Volume 2, Issue 3 titled ‘Time To Review'. Through this publication, we want to review some of the socio-
political developments that have recently taken place in India and elsewhere, while at the same time bringing up discussions around the issues that are not
being talked about, such as the dominance of players like Disney in the film industry and the abysmal state of disaster management institutions in India
which have become a thing of the past. 
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POLITICS OF CONTROL
By Roshini Srivastava 

Investigating Uttar Pradesh’s Population Control Policy and China’s Three-Child Policy Shift 

Overpopulation is considered to be one of the greatest dangers that humankind faces today. The more the people, the lesser the

resources; the lesser the resources, the more will be the need for their equitable distribution. It is inescapably the root cause of many

problems including overconsumption and is a pressing issue that the second most populous country in the world faces today. 

The 1951 Census of India reported that India witnessed population explosion with an increase in 13.1% of the population as compared to

the population calculated during 1941 Census (1). It became the second to cross the one billion mark in 2000, and since then, the

population has only grown. India’s population has proven to be both a boon and a bane. Compared to countries like Japan, which is

facing an alarming de-population, India has abundance of youth. However, a larger active population ready for labor also means a

larger need for employment and investment. Therefore, in totality, the menace of population explosion outweighs its potential benefits

and stands to be one of the biggest problems in the way of the country’s economic development. Moreover, a larger population affects a

number of key areas, such as sanitation, hygiene, education, national income, among many others. So, what can be the solution to

contain it? 

Uttar Pradesh, India’s most populated state, alone has enough population to be the fifth most populous nation in its own right, a

startling statistic. Ostensibly, with this in mind, on July 11, 2021, the government of Uttar Pradesh led by CM Yogi Adityanath announced

Uttar Pradesh Population (Control, Stabilization and Welfare) Bill, 2021 with the bill being open to public comments till July 19. The bill is to

come into effect after one year from the date of publication in the Official Gazette. In order to understand the necessity, or rather the

political agenda behind the bill, let us ponder upon the status of Total Fertility Rate (TFR) in the concerned states. TFR is seen as the total

number of children each woman would have if she were to pass through the fertile course of her life. The fertility rates in India have

gradually fallen from 5.5 - 5.7 in 1970s to 2.18 in 2015-16 according to 'National Family Health Survey' (NFHS-4). The results of recent

NFHS-5 reveal that India's TFR has further fallen to 2.0 (2).   
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Most urban areas in India have seen a decline in TFR and

have reached replacement levels, which is the number of

children a couple must bear to replace them. According to

the UN Population Division, the TFR of about 2.1 children

per woman is considered to be a healthy replacement level

fertility. Uttar Pradesh on the surface level might be well

above the national average with a TFR of 2.4 (as per NFHS-5

for 2019-2021) but it is often conveniently overlooked that

the TFR fell an impressive 1.1 in the past decade without any

government interventions. In fact, experts backed by the

National Commission on Population (NCP) stated that UP

would achieve the replacement level of TFR by 2025 without

any such coercive measures.  

Some might even consider this decadal growth decline to be

covered up by demographic paranoia for use as a political

weapon, which brings us to the contents of the actual bill.

The bill, needless to say, gives the government power and

control over its citizens, given the incentives and

disincentives it comes along with. In the bill, the

government has limited ration cards to four people, but

those who voluntarily sterilize themselves or their spouse

get other benefits. These include soft loans on construction,

nominal rates of interests and increased soft financing

along with rebates on basic utility charges such as

electricity, water, etc. Housing subsidies are included in

these incentives if any building or land is brought through

the DA or Housing Board, and government employees

would be given an additional 3% increment in their pension

by the Employee Fund Contribution. 

Those in violation of the population policy would be

debarred from contesting in local body elections, applying

to or getting promotions in government services & even

availing the benefits of government-sponsored welfare

schemes. 

Nevertheless, one of the major problems with the bill is that

it ‘disentitles’ people from availing government subsidies,

jobs, and other benefits if they do not adhere to the two-

child policy norm. This is even more problematic in the case

of those falling in the BPL (Below Poverty Line) category,

especially because 32.8% of the state’s population is BPL

which relies on government subsidies and employment

opportunities, is the most underpaid, and is still struggling 

to bounce back from the COVID-19 pandemic unemployment

crisis. To aggravate the situation, the bill incentivizes BPL

couples if they have only one child and go for voluntary

sterilization. In a country like India where patriarchy is still

very prevalent and women have low agency in decision making,

it doesn't come as a surprise that eventually it is women who

will have to bear the brunt of sterilization as suggested by data

(3). To add to that, their health can be jeopardized severely as

the state still lacks proper health infrastructure and the

government hospitals are often blamed for poor hygiene. Some

also argue that in situations where women cannot or do not

want to undergo sex-selective and unsafe abortions, it is very

likely that cases of husbands deserting their wives to avoid

disqualification from the government benefits will be on the

rise. Such punitive disincentives and the almost overbearingly

correctional nature of this policy point to some concerns that

are being voiced. 

Even in Assam, CM Sri Himanta Biswa tweeted about his

intention to introduce a two-child policy in the state, which

would chart out the eligibility of people to avail benefits under

government schemes. In his statement, he mentioned that the

population policy is aimed at controlling the growth of the

immigrant Muslim population, which can be seen as a red flag

of morphed Hindu dogma. Similarly, the VHP in UP voiced

direct concerns about demographic imbalance not in terms of

the health of women or their mortality rates, but of religious

imbalance and the feared decline of the Hindu population. 

A lot of this disquiet points to the stereotypical notion that only

Muslim families tend to have high fertility rates, while data

suggests otherwise. In a study conducted in India titled 'Family

Planning Differentials among Religious Groups', it was

revealed that the current rates of contraception use were

almost similar among Hindus (43.1%) and Muslims (44.1%) (4). 

The recent NFHS-5 also shows how the use of family planning

methods in UP has increased from 45.5% to 62.4%. Such

increase is not only evident in urban areas, but also in rural

areas where the prevalence is 60.8%. 

Furthermore, India has experienced success in acquiring

replacement rates in the southern states without such coercive

measures, all thanks to greater investment in education, better

health facilities and most importantly women empowerment, 
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 allowing women to make more informed choices about their

agency and bodies. In this context, a penal population policy

always raises some serious questions. 

Does this policy really help people, or is it just another
political agenda, considering that the assembly polls are so
close? Or is it just another lesson for us to learn from our
neighbor China? 

China had introduced a nationwide one child policy in 1979 in

an attempt to prevent the outpacing of economic

development by population growth and to help ease the

burden of overconsumption. Even though the policy was

viewed as a good temporary measure, it skewed the country’s

gender ratio, decreased fertility rates and left them with an

ageing population that wasn’t labour positive. It also

encouraged hostility among communities, urging them to spy

on each other for financial benefits. Eventually, the country

scrapped the idea in 2015, allowing couples to have two

children. 

However, China is still struggling with falling fertility rates,

rise in the ageing population and the shortage of the working-

age population. This means that 18.7% of the total population

of China is 60 years old or above (5). This is clearly an effect of

declining birth rates as one can see how the median age of

population rose to around 38 years in 2020, whereas in 1990

and 1960 it was 25 and 21 years respectively. 

China believes that this downward trend can have grave

implications as the country’s workforce will have to support a

rising number of aged people which can severely impact the

economy and China’s place among the world of nations (6). 

Fearing such consequences, in May 2021, China announced a

three-child policy to improve population growth graph. But

Hao Zhou, a senior economist at Commerzbank perhaps

rightly said, "If relaxing the birth policy was effective, the

current two-child policy should have proven to be effective

too." 

Even though some local governments are providing subsidies,

good maternity leave packages and increased support for

children’s education, the question is whether couples want to 

have three children. Many women today in China say, “But

who wants three children?” arguing that taking care of more

than one child requires time, commitment, and greater

monetary support. 

Moreover, the increasing costs of living, coupled with the

pressure that it puts on women with career prospects

prevent women from having three children. Perhaps, women

have also become too accustomed to the strict one-child

policy which allowed them to move out of the ‘domestic

sphere’ and make a life for themselves. 

And now they don’t want to go back to the phase where they

become the primary caregiver for so many children,

especially because in China, even though the concept of 14

days paternity leave exists, it is rare for fathers to avail it.

Thus, what women fear is not the phase of pregnancy, but

what happens after that where they go on to become ‘full-

time mothers’. 

Some critics of one-child policy in China also put forth the

idea that this policy led to gender imbalance in the country,

primarily because the preference for a single child forced

many couples to choose a boy over a girl which led to sex-

selective abortions (7). 

The result of this is the distorted marriage market which has

more men than women. In such a scenario, many believe

that it is extremely difficult for a man to find a woman in the

first place, and so, thinking of starting a family and having

three children comes secondary and is next to improbable. 

Thus, a careful look at the abovementioned population

control bill of Uttar Pradesh, in light of how it has impacted

the demographics in China, brings up tough questions. Does

the government really need to take such disciplinary and

punitive measures? 

And if it really does, will they help or will they result in a

demographic and health imbalance? Even though the policy

can be ostensibly a helpful one, the government has mooted

it so close to elections and has made it such a political

flashpoint for themselves that one can only wait and see how

the next decade pans out. 
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PARLIAMENTARY DISRUPTIONS Wars Won to Lose

By Mrigu Sambyal 

The wait is over, November is here. 

The Winter Session of the Indian Parliament will begin from

29th November and will conclude on 23rd December. COVID-19

protocols, it seems, will be in place and social distancing norms

will be followed. Since the assembly elections for five states are

approaching, this session holds a lot of significance and

therefore, can become heated, as argued by some political

analysts. But the question is how the upcoming session will pan

out, considering that the thin line between activism and

lampoon which has been breached numerous times in the

Parliament was again transgressed in the recently concluded

Monsoon Session which ended abruptly.

Pratibha Patil, the first woman President of India, rightly

remarked in her 2011 Republic Day address to the nation that

“Parliament of the country is the repository of the sovereign will

of the people, and its successful functioning is a joint

responsibility of both the government and the Opposition.”

However, the ‘reposition’ now seems to be disguised into a

fiasco due to extraneous and frequent disruptions, with both

the Government and the Opposition failing to maintain the

sanctity of our ‘temple of democracy’. 

Discussions, deliberations, and reconsiderations are alpha-and-

omega of a parliamentary democracy. In the world's largest

democracy where the Parliament forms the jugular vein of

public and political affairs, constant disruptions and

parliamentary inefficiencies should concern every citizen as

they are the major stakeholders and biggest beneficiaries, more

so maleficiaries, of whatever happens in the Parliament. The

recently concluded Monsoon Session 2021 pitched a not-so-

plausible picture of the Parliament (which is essentially the law-

making body in India) as some Bills were not passed, others

were passed in short span of time, and many others were passed

without being sent to the Standing or Select Committee for

discussion. Bills such as Tribunal Reforms Bill, 2021, The General
Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Amendment Bill, 2021, Factoring 

Amendment Bill, 2021, and Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Amendment Bill, 2021 were passed without much

deliberation and discussion (1). The Opposition called this an

act of "bulldozing" Bills. On the top of it, the Monsoon Session

was adjourned sine die, two days before it was scheduled to end

on 13 August as a result of the ruckus and constant disruptions

in both the Houses. More disheartening is the fact that all four

sessions of the Parliament since last year have been cut short,

whatsoever be the reason.

The Monsoon Session, 2021 was the 3rd least productive Lok

Sabha Session of the last two decades, with a productivity of

just 21%, according to PRS Legislative Research Data (2). Rajya

Sabha had a productivity of just 28 per cent – its 8th least 
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productive Session since 1999. Since 1999, the worst Session in

terms of productivity for the Parliament was the Winter

Session of 2010, wherein the then opposition allowed no

business to be transacted while demanding that a Joint

Parliamentary Committee (JPC) be constituted to probe into

the 2G spectrum licence allocation, in the wake of the

Comptroller and Auditor General’s (CAG) report. In that

session, the productivity of Rajya Sabha plunged to a mere 2

per cent while that of Lok Sabha was at 6 per cent.

Even though the Monsoon Session had very low productivity,

the government did manage to push through as many as 13

Bills in Lok Sabha and 19 Bills in Rajya Sabha. This might be

celebrated as a respite after so many brawls, but not to forget

that a wrong policy is not only counterproductive but can be

more detrimental than indecision. This is attributed to the fact

that the time spent on discussion and passage of Bills was cut

short drastically. The Lok Sabha, on average, took only 34

minutes to pass a Bill, while Rajya Sabha took 46 minutes.

Some of the Bills, like the Limited Liability Partnership
(Amendment) Bill, 2021, were passed within just five minutes.

A loss of productivity of the Parliament impairs its ability to

effectively perform the duties entrusted to it by the

Constitution of India. With routine disruptions, Members of

Parliament (MPs) are not able to ask ministers difficult

questions during the question hour to assess the work that

they are doing. Disruptions also result in delayed legislation.

With disruptions eating into the time available for business

transactions, adequate time is not available for debating

legislation. Due to this, Bills either remain pending in the

Parliament or get passed without effective debate. 

Tribunals Reforms Act, 2021 passed during the Monsoon Session

includes provisions that were previously struck down by the

Judiciary as unconstitutional, yet the same provisions have

been included in this Act (3). If there was a proper discussion

in the Parliament, MPs would have flagged concerns about

these controversial provisions. This leads to the passage of

'ambiguous' laws which sometimes go against the courts'

verdict. 

Additionally, in case of any dispute over any of the Bills passed,

the final arbitrator is the Supreme Court of India. In such a

case, the Chief Justice of  India very recently observed that if 

laws are ambiguous, the Court may refer to the parliamentary

debates during the passage of controversial laws in order to

understand the intent of the legislature so as to resolve the

dispute. Evidently, lack of discussions and deliberations inside

the Parliament handicaps the dispute resolution by the courts.

Worst impact of the parliamentary disruptions would be

people losing trust in this body which is deemed as an

institution where ideas are discussed, and ideological

differences are ironed out. 

On top of it, monetary loss goes hand in hand with the

parliamentary inefficiencies, which one cannot and should not

afford especially in these times of global economic crisis where

every penny saved is a penny earned. Monsoon Sessions have

alone resulted in a loss of more than ₹ 133 crore of taxpayers'

money.

To comprehensively address this issue, one needs to look at the

root causes that are attitudinal and temporal in nature. A

daylong conference held in 2001 in the Central Hall of

Parliament to discuss discipline and decorum in legislatures

identified four reasons behind the disorderly conduct by MPs,

which revolved around dissatisfaction among MPs due to

inadequate time for airing their grievances, unresponsive

attitude of the government, failure at disciplining the

members and absence of prompt action against the disrupting

members as per the rules of the Parliament.

It has been proven time and again that the best of politicians is

capable of the worst behaviour, and it becomes exceptionally

ugly when the bunch of lawmakers agrees on almost nothing

in the same room. Politics, especially parliamentary

proceedings worldwide need immediate reforms to curtail

insanity in the Parliament and ensure its smooth and effective

functioning. When almost every organization has a set of code

of conduct, it is astonishing to note that no such rules are

extended to the Lok Sabha. The frequent brawls in the

Parliament call for urgent enforcement of ‘code of conduct’

suggested in the 2001 conference held in the Central Hall of

Parliament for MPs and MLAs. 

For quality debate and deliberation to happen, the

Parliamentary procedure would have to be amended to enable

political parties on different sides of the issue to set the agenda

for debate and discuss the issue in detail. In the British 
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Parliament, for instance, there are certain days in a week in each Parliamentary Session where the opposition parties are allowed to

determine the agenda for discussion. Canada also has a very similar concept of opposition days. Equal representation and redressal are

the essence of any fruitful discussion. 

Currently, the Indian Parliament meets for an average of only 70 days a year. Moreover, the rules provide that Lok Sabha would meet

for 6 hours and Rajya Sabha for 5 hours only. The House of Commons in the British Parliament, from where our constituent assembly

adopted parliamentary form of democracy, sits for about 150 days a year with an average sitting lasting for 7.5 hours. The 2001

conference had also suggested that the Parliament should meet for 110 days every year. However, it has not been followed. 

In a representative democracy like ours, Parliament is supposed to be the voice of the people and people's disenchantment with the

Parliamentary system due to frequent disruptions would risk the relevance of this institution in our society. It’s high time for the

politicians to realize that climbing the officials' tables, waving black cloth and throwing files is nowhere near to political activism,

however, can be rightly acclaimed to disregard the sacrosanct Parliament and democracy which people of India take immense pride in.

Hopefully, the recently convened meeting of the Council of Ministers, chaired by PM Narendra Modi under the 'Chintan Satra'

initiative, will induce decorum in the upcoming Winter Session 2021, as the meeting was aimed at providing a lesson on the behavior

expected from the politicians in the Parliament (4).  

 Sofi, Umar. “Monsoon Session: Here are Some of the Bills Passed Without Discussion.” Hindustan Times, 3 Aug. 2021

“Monsoon Session 2021 Productivity.” PRS Legislative Research, 2021

“Parliament Passes Tribunals Reforms Bill, 2021; Set to Abolish Nine Appellate Tribunals.” The Economic Times, 9 Aug 2021

“To Avoid Stormy Parliament Sessions, Modi’s Council of Ministers to Get Lesson on Conduct.” News 18, 10 Nov. 2021
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By Meghna Yadav

Is India Ready for the Change?

The implementation of Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in India has been debated for years. The need for a common code was first felt in the

early 18th century, that is, during the pre-independence or colonial era when the East India Company had gained diwani rights over

Indian territories. It might pique one’s curiosity as to why after nearly 200 years the topic still manages to stir a controversy. As the

name suggests, UCC aims to codify a set of civil laws that are applicable to all citizens alike irrespective of their religious or ethnic

identities. India is a land of diversity; people take pride in standing united as a nation despite it being so diverse. The nation has a rich

history and is home to people of multiple cultural, religious, and ethnic identities. Since India is so culturally rich, implementing one

set of laws is undeniably a herculean task, given that each of these sects has its own traditions and its own set of laws which make the

goal of reaching a consensus nearly impossible. So, unlike many other countries in the world, India cannot as easily formulate and

adopt a common civil code.

When East India Company purchased the diwani rights, the responsibility of revenue collection and dispute resolution for the

territories in control fell on them. The British realized the chaotic state the justice delivery mechanism was in. The first law commission

was established and was headed by Lord Macaulay. The commission wrote a draft for the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and suggested Lex
Loci, a Latin term meaning the "law of [the] place". This principle suggests that the law governing parties to a legal proceeding is derived

from the law of the place giving rise to particular rights and obligations. The Lex Loci Report of 1850 though stressed upon the necessity

of uniformity in the codification of Indian criminal laws, did not suggest modifications in the personal laws of Hindus and Muslims,

probably to avoid the obvious rebellion it would bring along. While a consensus on setting common code for criminal procedures was

achieved, the civil counterpart remained in limbo.

UNIFORM CIVIL CODE: ONE LAND, ONE LAW
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The civil aspect of lawmaking entails laws pertaining to

subjects like family, property, contracts and torts. Codification

of family laws has been the most argued upon, which cover

areas like marriage, divorce, alimony, maintenance,

succession, guardianship, and adoption. 

Even during Independence, while drafting the Constitution of

India, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar prudently advocated against

preservation of personal laws and pushed for adoption of a

common code for all citizens. He said, "I personally do not

understand why religion should be given this vast, expansive

jurisdiction, so as to cover the whole of life and to prevent the

legislature from encroaching upon that field. After all, what

are we having this liberty for? We are having this liberty in

order to reform our social system, which is so full of inequities,

discriminations and other things, which conflict with our

fundamental rights." He strongly believed that the absence of

the same would act as a barrier for the government to

introduce social reforms. 

However, his reasoning wasn’t received well by many and his

advocacy for UCC did not materialize into something

substantial as a law. Nevertheless, it has been enshrined in our

Constitution under Article 44 corresponding to the Directive

Principles of State Policy (DPSP), which states that the “State

shall endeavor to provide for its citizens a Uniform Civil Code

(UCC) throughout the territory of India.” 

Article 44 of the Constitution advocates for the adoption of

UCC, but at the same time, Article 37 makes it explicit that its

enforcement, as for any DPSP, cannot be carried out “by any

court, but the principles therein laid down are nevertheless

fundamental in the governance of the country and it shall be

the duty of the state to apply these principles in making laws”.

It therefore mandates the need for codification of any

provision advocated under the DPSP to come from within the

society (a bottom-up approach rather than a top-down one)

through common consensus, when India is ready for such a

change. However, recently on November 18, Justice Suneet

Kumar observed that UCC is a necessity today and cannot be

made 'purely voluntary'. The Allahabad High Court further

observed that "no community is likely to bell the cat by making

gratuitous concessions on this issue" and pushed the Central

Government to begin the process of its implementation. 

The idea of reformation in religious laws with respect to the

above-mentioned subjects has mostly been met with

resistance by traditionalists, be it during the pre-

independence or post-independence era. 

The greatest social challenge to implementation of UCC has

been the deep-rootedness of religious belief system in India

and the politicization of the same. Religious personal laws

sourced from various religious texts are only open to

interpretation and not change, unlike laws enacted in the

Parliament which are subject to amendment as per

requirement. Religious personal laws, even if discriminatory,

are grounded in faith which makes it near unworkable to

reform them. This is one of the reasons as to why we do not

have UCC till date and why we need one now. 

The very idea of UCC is surrounded by a lot of

misunderstanding and is highly politicized. For many, UCC is

seen as an attempt to homogenize diversity rather than acting

as an instrument of social reform. It is believed that UCC

overrules their fundamental right to choose, practice, preach

and propagate any religion and conserve their culture

guaranteed under articles 25, 25(2), 26, 27,28 of the

Constitution. It is taken to be an attack on religious and ethnic

diversity rather than an attack on the discriminatory practices

that exist within these very communities. This also explains

why there could be a consensus on the codification of Code of

Criminal Procedure (CrPC) and of substantive and procedural

criminal laws, like IPC (which applies uniformly to all except

for the section on bigamy), but not on UCC. 

Another problem that the nation faced (and still faces to a

certain degree) was the lack of uniformity within religious

personal laws themselves. For instance, there was no clear-cut

classification of a ‘hindu’ citizen until the Hindu Code Bills

came along. Most practicing Hindu(s) in northern parts of

India follow patriarchal family set-ups, while many Hindu

families in some southern and northeastern parts of India

were and continue to be matriarchal. Polygyny was majorly

accepted & even polyandry wasn’t a completely unacceptable

practice in Hinduism before the Hindu Marriage Act.

Evidently, tribes like the Khasa in Dehradun, Todas in South

India, etc. have been found to practice it. Similarly, while Shia

sect of Islam rejected the Triple Talaq law, it was very much an 
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accepted procedure for divorce within Sunni sects of the same religion. It is only after years of amendments and reforms that some

uniformity has been brought about within different religious personal laws.  

Through UCC, the main aim of the government is to achieve equality among different religions and sexes, without altogether

dismissing their ‘essential religious practices’. The need for introducing a common civil code is felt due to prevailing issues within the

personal laws in India that favor native patriarchy and archaic traditions. For instance, Muslim Personal Law allowed husbands to

divorce their wives without their consent by pronouncing ‘talaq, talaq, talaq’, which had put men at an advantageous position. Shah

Bano Begum case of 1985 is a classic example of how a 62-year-old woman with 5 children was divorced in such a manner and couldn’t

claim maintenance from her husband because a much more powerful Muslim Personal Law was found to prevail in such matters, even

nullifying the Supreme Court judgment which gave verdict in favour of her by declaring her eligible for maintenance under section 125

of Indian Criminal Code. Similarly, the Hindu Succession Act was discriminatory towards married Hindu women as it again placed

men at an advantageous position in intestate succession. Female intestate succession on the other hand, was dependent on the source

from which the deceased female received the property. However, this was amended in 2005. 

Despite all these attempts, there is still no nationwide consensus on laws related to marriage, adoption, succession and divorce.

Polygamy is still permissible through Muslim Personal Laws while being illegal for other religious communities. 

In a recent development, the Delhi High Court in July 2021, while hearing a petition of maintenance, backed the need for a Uniform

Civil Code and stated that the modern Indian society is “gradually becoming homogenous” and “the traditional barriers of religion,

community and caste are slowly dissipating.” The court has also urged the Centre to take the necessary actions in this regard. In fact,

the courts have time and again reiterated the need for a  common civil code as it would make the judicial system more efficient, given

the possibility of common procedural and substantive law to deal with matters of civil conflict. The difference in personal laws gives a

window of opportunity to many people to find loopholes within the present system and exploit them, like religious conversions, just for

the sake of being able to marry more than once. Furthermore, if UCC is implemented, all Indians would be guaranteed equality before

law and equal protection of law. 

Former Chief Justice of India, S A Bobde, had appreciated the Goan model of implementation of a Uniform Civil Code, the only state in

the country to have one. Though not strictly uniform, it is progressive and allows division of income and property equally among

husband, wife, and children (irrespective of gender). Marriage and birth have to be compulsively registered and there are several

provisions for divorce. Polygamy is illegal. Nevertheless, it has certain drawbacks of its own. For instance, Hindu men have the right to

‘bigamy’ if the wife fails to deliver a child by the age of 25, or if she is unable to deliver a male child by the age of 30. However, Goa’s case

can prove as a starting point if UCC was to be implemented nationwide.

Given the sort of challenges that exist with respect to UCC, the approach towards formulating and implementing a common civil code

has to be inclusive and comprehensive because the goal is not homogenization but bringing uniformity in the legal system. The

sentiments of all religions and tribes must be kept in mind and misconceptions about UCC would have to be done away with. Minority

communities must be educated to ensure that UCC is not used as a tool to threaten their cultural identity and so that the push for a

common civil code comes from within the society. 

One should remember that UCC is a journey and not a destination. Along the same line of thought, a piecemeal approach has been

propagated by the law commission in case UCC doesn’t pan out.
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By Ekta Goyal

INDIA'S ENGAGEMENT WITH ASEAN

Since independence, India has tried to emerge as an

international player in the contemporary world politics.

Taking its own stand in the Cold War era by founding the

Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), maintaining healthy

relationship with Russia as well as with the US, India has

taken many steps in the international arena. Apart from

being an active and emerging player in the first and

second world, India has also made an impact in the third

world countries.

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) is a group

of 10 member states from the South-East Asian region.

ASEAN, which is the successor of the Association of

Southeast Asia (ASA), was founded on 8th August 1967 by

signing the ASEAN Declaration among foreign ministers

of five countries – Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,

Singapore and Thailand. It is an organization that

promotes and facilitates solidarity, unity and cooperation

among its members, representing the entire Southeast

Asia as a collective to the world. 

The primary objective of this organization was to

accelerate economic growth among these players through

regional and cultural development while the secondary

objective was to promote regional peace and stability.

However, over time, it has broadened its objectives and

has emerged as an organization comprising three pillars –

ASEAN Security Community, ASEAN Socio-Cultural

Community and ASEAN Economic Community. Today,

ASEAN stands as a community that attracts foreign

attention for its solidarity.

India and ASEAN have actively participated in many

agendas and have observed 25 years of Dialogue

Partnership, 15 years of Summit Level interaction and 5 

'The Fourth Largest Trading Partner of India'

years of Strategic Partnership. They have come together for

various projects since their engagement. India has been active in

attending meetings of ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). Moreover,

it has organized events to magnify people-to-people interaction

with ASEAN by organizing cultural festivals for students. 

In terms of economic activities, India and ASEAN stand at a

steady position, with investments and trading happening on

both the sides. In fact, ASEAN currently stands as the fourth

largest trading partner of India and over a period of many years,

various pacts have been signed between the two to facilitate their

trade relations. Their private sector engagement in trade and

commerce is also marking an upward trend, by bringing key

private players from India and ASEAN together on a platform to

share ideas.
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Interestingly, both India and ASEAN prioritize infrastructural connectivity projects. Examples of such projects include the India-

Myanmar-Thailand Trilateral Highway and Kaladan Multimodal Project which are expected to boost road and maritime connectivity

respectively. Through such negotiations, these nations are looking to see these corridors transform into economic corridors. Their

growing engagement is very much visible through, for instance, India’s attempts at inviting the leaders of ASEAN at its 69th Republic

Day parade, where they marked their presence as Guests of Honor.

At this point, one can ask, what does India seek from ASEAN? Well, considering the changing international scenario and rising

threats, it is undeniable that India expects cooperation from this body in defense and economic sector. Its intent is to build a

landscape of coordination, cooperation and experience sharing within which it can thrive and flourish.

Despite this, India faces certain challenges with ASEAN. The Act East Policy initiated by India to promote strategic and cultural

relations with Southeast Asia encounters problematic relations with China over South China Sea. China, being the powerful member

in the region has a dominant say in the decisions. These disputes have challenged the peace and stability in the entire Indo-Pacific

region, thereby threatening India’s national security. However, unfortunately, India’s efforts are limited and inadequate when

compared to China’s dominance in the region.

Another major challenge faced in India-ASEAN relations is their ineffectiveness in concluding negotiations. Most of the

infrastructural deals are yet to be finalized and challenges arising out of Free Trade Agreement (FTA) need to be resolved. For example,

the India-Myanmar-Thailand Trilateral Highway was finalized in 2012 but is now expected to be completed by 2023.

However, it may be a mistake to undermine the role of ASEAN, as it is the cooperation and interdependence of the member states that

ensure their representation in the global political climate. The recent failed attempt by ASEAN and China to address the issues raised

by India if it were to sign the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is a step back. Nonetheless, India’s increasing

cooperation in the defense sector to ensure a free and open Indo-Pacific is a positive step. The cooperation in manufacturing and

service sector can also go a long way to uplift the economy.

The 18th ASEAN-India Summit encouraged India and ASEAN to explore new partnership opportunities under the Blue Economy,

which deals with generating employment opportunities and improving connectivity in maritime transport and fisheries. Although

their engagement has created a lot of growth opportunities in the past, it is often said that sky is the limit. If they work together, they

can drive the world economy potentially.
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FAILED INSTITUTIONS Are We Prepared for the Next Disaster?

By Saumya Sen 

India, which is still a developing economy, is ranked third

(after China and the US) by the UN Office for Disaster Risk

Reduction (UNDRR) in recording some of the highest

number of natural disasters over the last 20 years (2000-

2019). This ranking shows the severity of unique geo-

climatic and traditionally vulnerable conditions of India

which have now escalated to a great extent with rising

global warming and climate change. 

UNDRR in its extensive report has warned how global

warming is causing more climate-related disasters with an

increasing frequency of more than 83% in the last two

decades as compared to the previous two (1). These geo-

climatic conditions when combined with vulnerable socio-

economic conditions of India make the disaster

management even worse. Changing demographics and

unplanned urbanization are some of the social challenges.

Neither does India have proper social awareness, nor is it a

developed economy to bear the costs of frequent natural,

man-made, and biological disasters. 

The three major back to back disasters in the Indian

subcontinent which included the Super Cyclone/ Paradip

Cycle in Odisha in 1999, the Bhuj Earthquake in 2001 and

the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004 led the Government of

India to take a step in the legislative history of the country

by enacting the Disaster Management Act, 2005. This act

led to the formation of integrated institutions at different

levels which include National Disaster Management

Authority (NDMA) as the apex body for disaster

management, State Disaster Management Authority

(SDMA) and District Disaster Management Authority

(DDMA). 

The National policy prepared by the NDMA envisaged a

paradigm shift from the reactive post-disaster relief centric

regime to a proactive, holistic, & technology-driven strategy

through a culture of prevention, mitigation and response. 

This was a commendable step by the government which started

focusing on the principle of ‘Prevention is better than cure’ by

emergency preparedness with the help of forecasting and early

warning systems, building dams and embankments to prevent

flood risks, identification, assessment and monitoring of

disaster risks, etc. However, the role of these institutions, it

seems, was limited on paper. 

The example of devastating 2013 Uttarakhand floods and

landslides holds relevance here. The Comptroller and Auditor

General (CAG)  report showed that the disaster aggravated not

just because of the rising unsustainable tourism in that region

but also due to the sheer ignorance of the State Disaster 
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Management Authority which was formed in 2007, but never

convened a single meeting (2). Showing the unpreparedness of

a sudden crisis in Uttarakhand, Varma (2013) stated that the

CAG cited examples of mismanagement by the Uttarakhand

government and said that “although the Geological Survey of

India had identified 101 villages as 'vulnerable' in June 2008, the

state government did not take any measures for their

rehabilitation till date” (3). 

Today, only states like Odisha, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala have

disaster management plans at a departmental level (4).
Furthermore, the poor implementation and lack of intent from

various Ministries and Departments hinder the reconstruction

for post-disaster rehabilitation of the affected. Although

various existing government schemes like Indira Awas Yojana,

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana, etc. are integrated with

rehabilitation schemes of disaster-affected regions, there are

various complaints about housing quality, weak foundations,

poor roofing materials and incomplete constructions. These

issues show the need to strengthen capacities of all

stakeholders working towards disaster management.

The Disaster Management Act recognizes the process of

recovery to be borne by the government towards those affected

by the disaster. This recovery is interpreted in such narrow

terms so as to focus only on provision of water, food and

medicine. In some instances, states have provided shelter.

Although all these steps give some relief to the affected, they

don’t address an effective long-term solution to their inherent

vulnerabilities pertaining to livelihoods, education, water,

sanitation, health and ecology. During early 2020, the

government made a proposal to amend the Disaster

Management Act, 2005 which neglects a key aspect of disaster

management – long-term recovery.

The most recent disaster that has affected the world is the

arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic. The coronavirus pandemic

was termed as a ‘disaster’ by the Government of India in March

2021 so that the Central and the State Governments  could use

the National Disaster Relief Fund & State Disaster Relief Fund

in order to mitigate challenging times of crumbling health

infrastructure and so as to ensure monetary help for the

affected. But the pandemic posed many challenges to effective

disaster management not only in India but across the world.

It provided us with a lesson to broaden the scope of disaster

management in order to prevent and mitigate all new varieties

of hazardous biological and man-made disasters like war,

terrorism, fires, material spills, groundwater contamination,

transportation, mining accidents, etc. 

So, what solutions do we have in hand to prevent future
disasters? 

In order to upgrade disaster management protocol

countrywide, various dimensional causes for occurrence of

disasters must be adequately recognized. Proper prevention

could take place only after analyzing and accounting the

environmental, developmental, industrial, and political issues

leading to disasters of different kinds. Increasing urge for

development is continuously leading to environmental

degradation with the cutting of forests, destroying of

biodiversity, and as a result, welcoming natural calamities like

floods, heat waves, droughts, etc. 

Countries also have vested political interests which sometimes

give birth to disasters like cases of war, nuclear power

aspirations, and the fight to become a superpower which has

now reached beyond limits. It’s understandable that natural

disasters are not preventable to a larger extent but man-made

disasters are. In spite of that, India’s record is shocking on fire

safety as per the data of National Crime Records Bureau

(NCRB). In 2015, more than 17,000 people died nationwide in

fire-related disasters. These avoidable tragedies highlight the

widened gaps in the disaster management framework in India. 

India has to align its strategies, learning from countries like

Japan and Israel which have water respect culture & education

related to disaster management from the early days of schools.

But Japan imparts disaster education not only in schools and

colleges but also in day care centers, as it is surrounded by the

sea, which makes it extremely vulnerable. In many

kindergarten schools of Japan, kids are taught to practice

emergency rescue and evacuation drill in case of a sudden fire,

earthquake, etc., thereby making them aware of any future

disasters from a very early age. Japan’s building is updated

with an eye to earthquake prevention and Japan has emergency

drills, most sophisticated early warning systems with proper

censors, making it the leader in disaster preparation. 
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In India, on the other hand, effective disaster management is still a half accomplished target. The admirable dream can be met with

proper implementation of national disaster plans with the support of all stakeholders from national to local levels. Greater investment

by the government in technologies like advanced disaster warning systems and other innovative projects is the need of the hour.

Communication gap needs to be erased while spreading awareness about preventive mechanisms in tribal and rural areas. The obscure

and jargonistic scientific language of the warning alarms needs to be simplified for the locals. Climate change requires integration into

the disaster risk management plans because it is the root cause of the majority of the disasters and has to be taken into account in order

to deal with future disasters effectively. Furthermore, with the country moving towards the age of epidemics, recognizing an epidemic

as a disaster adds to a new dimension and challenge towards disaster management. 

So, what are academic institutions doing in this regard? 

Recently, the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Guwahati has established the Centre for Disaster Management and Research (CDMR)

to address the issues of disaster risk reduction in the North-Eastern region of India, since states like Assam are the most disaster-

prone, witnessing earthquakes, cyclones, heatwaves and landslides. Moreover, there is negligible amount of preparedness for such calls

for action. The intent of this centre is therefore, to bridge the gap in research in disaster risk reduction and to strengthen research-

based disaster diplomacy. 

But the question that one can ask at this point is, what can be done to prevent this institution from becoming like any other disaster

management institution discussed above – non-functional and redundant? Will it also become a failed institution or is there scope for

something better? 

“Human Cost of Disasters: An Overview of the Last 20 Years”. UN Office for Disasters Risk Reduction, 2020

“Reconstruction of Infrastructure Post 2013 Disaster in Uttarakhand.” Comptroller and Auditor General of India, the Government
of India, 22 Feb. 2019

Varghese, Bindi, and Neha Paul. “Disaster Management: A Case Study of Uttarakhand”. Academia
Nalla, Vineetha, and Nihal Ranjit. “Beyond Preparedness.” The Hindu, 5 Feb. 2020
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By Mehar Bahl 

FROZEN OR FROZEN IN TIME?

It is no secret that today Disney controls the lion’s share of

the film industry. Five of the six highest-grossing films in

2019 were Disney’s property. Its market is widespread, far

reaching and only few can hope to compete. But does it

mean that it can sell a vision? In his speech at the opening

day of Disneyland in 1955, Walt Disney said: “Here age relives

fond memories of the past, and here youth may savour the

challenge and promise of the future.” These words paint a

beautiful picture of a world where nostalgia mixes with the

need to look forward. 

Disney, in its present-day films, endeavours to bring

together the best of what it has already produced while

adapting to the changing narrative of the day and age. When

it digs deeper into the past, there is a willingness to discover

the seedier, darker side. But this progressive instinct comes

with built-in stops. In essence, the Disney Renaissance has

been focused at redefining the Disney culture – a re-

branding of sorts.

And yet the 2000 – 2010 decade saw a lot of rehashing of old

formulae, remakes and recycling, which is perhaps why

Frozen, in 2013, became a defining moment in Disney’s

journey. It exploded far beyond its scope – starting off as an

adaptation of Hans Christian Anderson’s Snow Queen. It

metamorphosed into a billion-dollar franchise with a

cultural impact so strong that it hasn't been overridden yet.

It invaded not only future Disney productions but the

impenetrable Marvel Cinematic Universe. ‘Frozen is no

longer a movie,’ The Street wrote in 2014. ‘It’s a global brand, a

larger-than-life franchise built around products, theme

parks and sequels that could last into the next century.’ In

short, the Frozen films came to define Disney for an entire

generation. They encapsulate the agenda that lies at the

heart of the 21st century Disney, a cultural reformation of

sorts where it not only harks back to its favourite  tropes,

'How Disney Flirts with Radical Transgression to Settle for Subtle Subversion'

#GiveElsaAGirlfriend

but also reflects upon and questions a lot of choices that it has

made in the past. It’s a self-conscious endeavour to dig its roots

deeper in the present-day entertainment business by projecting

adaptability in sync with the needs of the times. In fact, in 2013,

when #Metoo was still a thing of the future, and barely anyone

was talking about gender or feminism with regard to

Hollywood, Frozen gave the audience a taste of something

jarringly fresh that would soon take over their imagination and

shape (just like Disney always has) their preferences. Lindasy

Ellis calls this version “Woke Disney”. 
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The romantic interest turns out to be the villain. Elsa

specifically questions how Anna could believe she has fallen in

love when she has only known the guy for a day, and ‘true love’s

kiss’ certainly does not come from Hans. It can hardly be a

coincidence that Maleficent, which was released only a few

months after Frozen, had virtually identical creations of ‘true

love’s kiss.’ However, the exact extent of this newly acquired

and proudly acknowledged wokeness remains to be

determined. 

 

Disney has an image – an image that it is insanely protective of

and particular about, that it works hard to preserve despite

attempting to redefine the implications of itself as a cultural

phenomenon. It is important to remember at this point, that it

is essentially a corporation thriving in an increasingly

capitalist-consumerist environment. It exists, and reigns, at

the centre of a society that becomes chaotically disconcerted

with the barest upending of the social order. So, it wouldn’t be

a stretch to assume that while Disney plays with fire,

constantly questioning the status quo with the Frozen films, the

transgression does not cross a certain self-imposed boundary,

because at the end of the day, it remains a business, which

cannot risk losing billions of dollars by canonizing, say, Elsa’s

queerness. 

Disney often functions like a broad canvas onto which viewers

project their deepest desires for identification and catharsis,

just as people are likely to do with all forms of media from the

times of Aristotle. For as long as collective memory recalls,

Disney has associated itself with magic. Therefore, it should

not come as a surprise that audiences walk into the theatre,

expecting magic. Over the years, the definition of magic has

transformed and in our deeply hostile world, today, magic

often comes in the form of acceptance and can be translated on

to the screen with representation that does justice.

For ages, Disney princesses have been damsels, dressed in

tight, glamourous, usually revealing outfits and portrayed

more as sexualized objects than as beings with agency. On top

of it, they are invariably nice, humble, polite, White and

waiting for a (White) man to be their rescuer and of course,

lover. They have been relegated to the margins of their own

stories in the most infuriating ways. For instance, in the 2019

version of Aladdin, right after Jasmine sings the power ballad 

“Speechless”, she is frozen by the villain until Aladdin comes &

saves the day. Thus, for two steps forward, the movie

immediately took one step backward. 

With movies like Frozen, Moana and Mulan, Disney has broken

out of that mould to give the princess’ character arcs filled with

nuance. Elsa’s magical powers are a step away from the male

superhero. Frozen breaks away from its source material in

multiple important ways – the original magic wielding,

powerful, isolationist Snow Queen was a villain who captures

and imprisons a young boy and he has to be saved by Gerda,

the protagonist on whom Anna is based. 

Essentially, the old fairy tale was a manifestation of the ‘virgin-

whore’ dichotomy with both the female characters fighting

over the boy. Disney humanized the Snow Queen and the story

followed the trials of the two sisters. Not only did the love

interest become the villain, but in a reversal of popular tropes,

the love interest became a complication in the heroine’s story

instead of her serving a secondary role in his story. 

The critic Fisher states, ‘It is a deliberately symbolic meta-

gesture that had a far bigger impact than the filmmakers could

have genuinely expected.’ The ripple effect can be seen in the

MCU films and how the idea of women as independent from

men has become a part of an ‘intellectual fabric’ that audiences

have come to expect.

And yet, the need to protect the quintessential image gives rise

to criticism of the not-so-progressive progression. “Let it go” is

Elsa’s power ballad but it manages to tease more than the

movie actually accomplishes. Right after she accepts herself,

she is informed that her powers are dangerous at best and

destructive at worst for all of Arendelle. And so, despite

wanting to stand in ‘the light of day’, she is forced to ‘conceal’.

The narrative tells us that she gains control of her powers, but

the visuals tell a different story – her powers have been tamed

so that she may not pose a threat. As she is integrated back

into the social fabric of Arendelle and takes on the mantle of

queen, her ice magic is no longer being used to create castles,

but to conjure party tricks for mere amusement. To be sure,

sisterly love takes a more important position than hetero

romance, a first for Disney. Yet it propagates a certain

isolationist brand of feminism that thrives when the woman 
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walks away from her duty. Anna and Elsa may be princesses

who need ‘no princes’, while being fully appropriate to be

marketed as dolls and thus rake in the dollars.

Elsa has been forced by her father to conceal her powers, which

leads to an effective breakdown of her relationship with not

just Anna but the community itself. An imprisoned existence

served to make her isolationist – she feels free only when there

is ‘not a footstep to be seen’. The lack of socialization in her

childhood adds fuel to the fire of her inability to reconcile with

her powers. She had not understood her magic to begin with,

now she doesn’t understand how she is to function in society.

For an heir to the throne, a bigger hurdle cannot be fathomed. 

It is hard not to think of Charlotte Bronte’s Bertha Mason and

Charlotte Perkin Gilman’s protagonist from The Yellow
Wallpaper. Elsa might be more powerful than all Disney villains

in existence and she may be a heroine, but her confinement

evokes the image of the mad woman in the attic, a trope

extensively talked about by Gilbert and Gubar in their book of

the same name. In that, Anna and Elsa serve as each other’s

doubles, much as Bertha Mason and Jane Eyre. Anna is the

seen – and Elsa the unseen. 

By adding a grossly unsatisfying twist to their parentage that

makes the girls half Sami, Disney puts its foot in its own

mouth and turns Elsa into the typical ‘native’ woman with

powers that are beyond the comprehension of the White

populace and have to be hidden unless they can be tamed. She

quite literally becomes the Fifth Spirit – an otherworldly being

who belongs in the forests.

This brings us to the complex nature of issues at play in Frozen
2. Patriarchy proves to be the real villain of the second

instalment in multiple ways. The feminism of the first film was

White feminism for privileged girls – on brand for Disney.

With the second film, by introducing the native roots of the

princesses, Disney takes a radical step into uncharted territory

in its attempt to do the “Next Right Thing” – White feminism

gives way to intersectionality that dominates present day

feminist discourse. The Northuldra people are led by women,

as is Arendelle and it turns out that the girls’ mother had been

their father’s knight in shining armour. The introduction of

the Northuldra was a progressive, well intended step in 

response to the backlash received for the whitewashing and

cultural appropriation in the first movie. The makers now

brought on board members from the Sami community who

could better guide the creative process and ensure accurate,

inoffensive representation. But one needs to ask how feminist

or inclusive can a film be when the majority of the decision

makers are White men. One needs to ask whether or not the

well-intended move fulfilled its purpose and more

importantly, what was its impact.

Elsa and Anna discover the truths of their past in what seems

to be a nod back to America’s own history and sins. The

radicalness that lies at the heart of the Frozen 2 cannot be fully

negated – yet it can be questioned. The indigenous origins of

the girls were not mentioned at all in the first part. In fact,

Elsa, Anna, and Iduna appear as White as they possibly could. 

Tokenism then becomes a problem, and even more so when we

consider what Disney does with the Northuldra people who are

not only denizens of the forest and perfectly in sync with

nature, but who also practice magic which King Reunard had

attempted to curb, exemplifying the White man’s anxiety

surrounding indigenous belief systems that he does not

understand. He embodies the patriarch who believes that no

one may defy the king’s will. The fact that Elsa and Anna have

to save the forest makes the narrative a classic tale of White

Man’s Burden who helps the Noble Savage.

The second instalment remains bold and transgressive to the

end and deals head on with the issues of colonial land

settlements and reparations. The idea is that the sins of the

past must be resolved in the present to ensure the possibility of

a better future. Anna doesn’t think twice before destroying the

dam, knowing full well what it will mean for Arendelle. What

Disney attempts to create here is, as David Crow argues, ‘…a

parable about generational responsibility for imperfect, and

even horrifying pasts.’ In real life stories of colonial sufferings,

such reparations do not come so easily because the idea of

empire itself is embroiled in nostalgia and a legacy. 

Greek demands for the return of precious statues held by the

British Museum remain unsatisfied. Shashi Tharoor’s call for

symbolic reparations of the inestimable looting of the Indian

subcontinent has been unanswered. 
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In the United States, the need to make amends to descendants

of African slavery is not recognized as something that must be

immediately put into action. Moreover, questions arise about

the injustice of the present generations being made to pay for

the sins of the past. These are often countered by the need to

balance out the privilege certain communities have historically

gained at the cost of others, and to imbue the skewed narrative

of the glorious origins of a settler community with the stories

of those who bore the costs of such development. 

Anna’s motivation to correct the past in the present comes

from the sort of idealized ethical ideas that make sense to

children – forgetting the past will not pave the way for a better

future, and unless they have atoned for the sins of their past,

Arendelle can never be left in peace because it would be an

undeserving peace. 

Yes, the ending is Disneyfied – the damage to Arendelle is

minimal because Elsa freezes the flooding river and saves the

kingdom, resulting in peace with the Northuldra people

without substantial cost. Regardless, Anna does the next right

thing without being aware of the consequences – this simple,

innocent vision of idealistic justice leads the spirits to restore

Elsa to life and award Anna so that Arendelle may not drown in

the sins of its past. The future rulers bring a vision of hope. In

Beloved, Toni Morisson speaks about the necessity of

remembering and acknowledging the past. While the novel is a

polyvalent slave narrative, the necessity of remembering is just

as much a concern for the colonized as it should be for the

colonizers. 

Nation making is often akin to myth making – much like the

myths that America has created around its glorious origins,

myths that work on ‘erasures’. And while a film is not the

pinnacle of success when it comes to recognizing the bloody

and gory sins of one’s past, it is an important step – specifically

because it is a Disney movie that presents the message by

wrapping it in the kind of idyllic charm that would work upon

the impressionable minds of children and pave the way for a

generation of future leaders who could do much better than

the present leaders. 

While the indigenous origins of the sisters have been

confirmed, there are parts of their identity that remain to be

unraveled. Since the first film came out in 2013, theories about

Elsa’s queerness have done the rounds over and over again,

mostly because she is not (yet) canonically straight and

because the LGBTQ+ community has been starved for

representation. When Elsa belts out “Let it Go”, it is hard to

imagine that she is talking merely about her ice magic.

Jeanna Kadlec explains how suppressed powers have been

often used to symbolically represent an equally hidden sexual

orientation – ‘Ramzi Fawaz has argued that mainstream

superhero comics of the 1960s and ’70s, themselves outcasts,

responded to and expanded on the social justice movements

of the era.’ 

In fact, it was such a widespread theory that

#GiveElsaAGirlfriend became a major, well known campaign

that took over Twitter. And all eyes were fixed on the second

instalment to confirm or negate the theory. Disney did

neither. Elsa still did not get a love interest and yet the very

presence of Honeymaren sent fans into a frenzy with

speculation, because they saw the spark of a possibility that

they had not ever seen before.

At this point, it becomes important to centre oneself and

remember what is being dealt with here – Disney has often

been obsessed with power and who wields it. Elsa is the

queen in making and must be portrayed in a certain manner.

It wouldn’t be a surprise if Disney chose to ignore the queer

undertones of her characterization specifically because that

is not how they would wish to represent a queen. Elsa, with

her powers, is already too much. Ever since they took up the

project of painting grand quest narratives for its heroines,

without a romantic subplot, Disney has invariably exposed its

anxieties about women in power. These stories constantly

foreground the idea of the nation state. 

But the fate of the nation state becomes intermeshed with the

bodily autonomy of the female monarch in telling ways.

Elsa’s story arc is not too different from that of the typical

Disney villain who has magical powers, is isolationist, has

been read with queer undertones and wields or desires to

wield state power. Elsa is different because in her case, state

power is not something she wants; it is something she must

take up as the rightful heir. Besides, she is not in conflict

with the traditional protagonist, Anna. Yet her magical,

queer, uncontrollable, ice shooting, spirit hearing body is the

body on which rests the stability, and future of Arendelle.
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Kadlec says, ‘Women who are too much, whose traditions and powers exceed the explanation of science, are historically witches —

monsters, even.’ Disney is invested in the project of erasing such notions of otherness by changing the narrative of the Snow Queen to

make Elsa the second protagonist. In fact, even in the face of a coup, Elsa’s rule is not threatened. Despite being the unwieldy, unruly,

traditionally demonic woman, Elsa is allowed to assume state power and bring peace to Arendelle, even if it is for a while. It is hard to

deny that nation states and corporations like Disney that serve, while being served by nation states in return, are most passionately

interested in maintaining the status quo. 

So, Elsa must go – because she is not a suitable body for state power to reside in. No, instead Anna who is not too much, who doesn’t

wield magic, who isn’t all powerful and who is very much engaged to a man, is the suitable candidate for queenship. Without a doubt,

Elsa’s fate is an interesting, unexplored one. She discovers the source of her powers, feels at home in the forest and goes off to live life

on her own terms, in sync with the magic that runs through her veins and refuses to be suppressed for a moment longer. It is, for all

intents and purposes, a radically feminist happily ever after. But when one considers the movie in the context of the American state

where it has been produced, a state that hasn’t yet had a female leader, it becomes impossible to shake off the sense that Disney is

definitely shrinking back from something.

The Frozen movies are a complex project with multiple implications and undertones. And they do, in fact, get a lot of things right. Yet,

they hit the brakes before gaining a true revolutionary quality. Viewer frustration at this point is a natural response. The story of Elsa

and Anna has seen some questionable, but well-intentioned choices on the part of the makers. There is little doubt that a third

instalment must be in the making because the franchise has become a global sensation that promises, well, a lot of money. It remains to

be seen how far Disney is willing to go to reinvent its image and truly embrace the radicalism that it has teased. Quick progress in the

coming years is an ideal that appears too good to be true, considering it has taken this long to arrive at stories about queens who don’t

need kings. 

But the world is spinning faster than ever before, American leadership has seen a considerable change and maybe by the time Frozen 3
rolls around, Disney will have become half as courageous as its heroines to own up to the undertones and allusions by enabling, say, the

success of a very passionate campaign #GiveElsaAGirlfriend. 
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WHAT'S
BREWING?

M I N I  N E W S P A P E R

L E T ' S  T A K E  A  B R E A K !

N E W  D E V E L O P M E N T S ,  N E W  I N I T I A T I V E S

T H E  L O O S E  T H R E A D  M A G A Z I N E



CM of Tamil Nadu M K Stalin released the new Data
Center Policy to facilitate the state in becoming
number one Data Center investment destination.
Through this policy, the state government aims to
provide land, connectivity and power for Data
Centers, fiscal and non-fiscal incentives to Data
Center developers and operators, and to use
renewable energy for power daily operations of
Data Centers in the state. Equal emphasis is placed
on supporting R&D activities, entrepreneurship and
innovation as well as on promoting sustainability by
using green technologies. 

POLICIES

TAMIL NADU'S DATA
CENTER POLICY

FREE PILGRIMAGE TO
SENIOR CITIZENS

SCHEMES

SHRAMIK MITRA SCHEME FOR
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

INITIATIVE 

"DEKHO MERI DILLI"
APP TO BOOST TRAVEL
On account of World Tourism Day this year,
CM Arvind Kejriwal launched “Dekho Meri
Dilli” app which is available on Play Store as
“Delhi Tourism Official”. The primary objective
is to allow tourists to navigate Delhi easily with
the help of this app and to buy tickets for
places that they wish to visit in the National
Capital. This initiative is aimed at boosting the
tourism sector in Delhi and to make touring
and ticketing easy. 

HEALTH

NEW VARIANT OMICRON 
SUSPENDS TRAVEL FROM SOUTH AFRICA 

New variant of SARS-CoV-2 is named Omicron, after the
14th Greek letter. It was first detected on 24th November by
the WHO in Botswana, a country in South Africa. However,
traces of its strain have now been identified in Belgium,
Israel, Hong Kong, Germany, the UK, Italy, and Netherlands.
In light of the current situation, US has put travel
restrictions to 8 South African countries, Iran and Brazil on
6, and Kuwait has suspended all direct flights from 9 South
African countries. Meanwhile, India has issued an advisory
to thoroughly screen travelers coming from South Africa.
This has come as a shock to the South African government
and South Africa’s Health Minister has called the travel ban
“unjustified”. However, with only 24% of the population in
the region fully vaccinated, experts are worried about the
spread of the variant, while others are wondering if
vaccination could after all be effective against this new
variant. DELHI GOVT.'S START-UP

AND FILM POLICIES
COMING SOON
Delhi Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia has
recently announced that the Kejriwal government is
about to introduce start-up and film policies and
work is being carried out towards rebuilding the
city. A roadmap for a new version of Delhi is being
prepared which will help in increasing job
opportunities and improving living standards of
people. 

The Delhi government has announced free
pilgrimage for senior citizens (aged 60 or above)
of the city under Delhi Free Pilgrimage Scheme
(Mukhyamantri Tirth Yatra Yojana). 12 routes
were already selected on the list including Puri,
Dwarka, Rishikesh, Haridwar, Shirdi,
Rameshwaram, and Ajmer Sharif. However,
recently, Ayodhya, Velankanni Church in Tamil
Nadu and Kartarpur Sahib in Pakistan have been
added to the list. Any senior citizen in the city
along with one attendant (above 21 years of age) is
eligible for the state-sponsored yatra. 

Delhi government recently launched “Delhi Shramik
Mitra Scheme 2021” to help construction workers
(registered by Construction Board) avail a range of
financial benefits. The scheme offers monetary
assistance of INR 30,000/- to pregnant
construction workers, INR 500/-month for school
education of children, up to INR 10,000/-month for
higher education of children, and INR 5000/- for
purchasing tools. It also provides grants in case of
natural and accidental death, monthly pension,
money for marriage and additional loan facility. 

PM NARENDRA MODI 
LAUNCHES 2 RBI SCHEMES

PM Narendra Modi launches two
RBI schemes – RBI Retail Direct
Scheme and Reserve Bank
Integrated Ombudsman Scheme
for expanding the scope of
investment in India and for
easing access to capital markets
for investors. Under the RBI
Retail Direct Scheme, retail
investors can now invest in
government securities by
opening an online Retail Direct
Gilt Account (RGD) account for
free. Through the RBI Integrated
Ombudsman Scheme, customers
can file their complaints against
entities regulated by the central
bank using their email addresses
registered on the portal, from
where they can also track the
status of their grievances and
provide feedback.

LEGAL 

COLLEGIUM SYSTEM:
INDEPENDENT OR
ARBITRARY?

The recent unexplained transfer of
Chief Justice Sanjib Banerjee from
Madras High Court (chartered High
Court) to Meghalaya High Court has
stirred the controversy around
functioning of the collegium system
once again. The system has time and
again been questioned due to its lack
of transparency in appointment and
transfer of judges. President Ram Nath
Kovind says the judge selection
process is “pertinent” and must be
carried out without diluting the
independence of the judiciary. 

RUPEES 9000 CRORES APPROVED
FOR JUDICIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The Union Government, on the
Constitution Day of India, approved
Rupees 9000 crore for development of
infrastructural facilities for the
judiciary, in light of the suggestions
proposed by the Chief Justice of India.
The Law Minister suggested the
synchronization of AI with wisdom and
expertise of the judges to speed up the
justice delivery mechanism, especially
to address pendency of cases. However,
Justice Ramana also reiterated that
funds are not the issue, but their proper
delivery and utilization is the problem
which requires creation of a special
purpose vehicle. 

ISRAEL REMOVES 67 COUNTRIES FROM ITS
CYBER EXPORT LIST

INTERNATIONAL

On account of World Tourism Day this year, CM
Arvind Kejriwal launched “Dekho Meri Dilli” app
which is available on Play Store as “Delhi
Tourism Official”. The primary objective is to
allow tourists to navigate Delhi easily with the
help of this app and to buy tickets for places that
they wish to visit in the National Capital. This
initiative is aimed at boosting the tourism sector
in Delhi and to make touring and ticketing easy. 

The recently concluded COP26 summit, which brought
countries together to carry out the goals of the Paris
Agreement and the UNFCCC, has put India and China in the
public eye for their refusal to “phase out unabated coal”.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi surprised the nations by
taking a pledge that India will go carbon neutral by 2070,
while 50% of its energy will come from renewable sources by
2030. However, India and China called for striking the term
“phasing out” of coal and replacing it with “phasing down”, as
developing countries still have to stick to their poverty
reduction agenda. Avinash Chanchal, senior climate
campaigner of Greenpeace India also stated that phasing out
of all fossil fuels and not just coal would have been better and
less discriminatory to developing countries. Moreover,
representatives from developing countries have termed this
drastic shift from fossil fuels to renewable sources as
unjustified and difficult without any technological or financial
aid from the developed nations. 

COP26: PHASE OUT OR
PHASE DOWN COAL?

ENVIRONMENT

DATA AND REPORTS

NEW SEX RATIO VISIBILIZES INDIAN WOMEN

The fifth National Family Health Survey (NFHS-5)
revealed that for the first time in India, there are
more females than males, with 1,020 women for 1,000
men. However, the sex ratio at birth for children born
in the last 5 years is still abysmally low with 929,
indicating that the preference for male child & female
feticide are still prevalent. To add to that, experts
argue that this survey covered only 630,000
households, while in total there are 300 million
households. So, the actual picture of whether the sex
ratio has skewed in favor of women or not will only
come to light when the next Census is carried out. 

BIHAR HAS THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF
POOR: NITI AAYOG 

NITI Aayog recently released its Multidimensional
Poverty Index (MPI) report 2021 which illustrated
that Bihar has the highest number of poor (51.91%),
followed by Jharkhand (42.16%), Uttar Pradesh
(37.79%), Madhya Pradesh (36.65%) and so on. Delhi
recorded 4.79% while Kerala recorded the lowest
(0.71%). Bihar also has the most malnourished
population & the highest number of houses without
electricity connection.  
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technology



FROM SNIFF TO SNATCH
By Harshita

The Fight Between Pegasus and Privacy

"There will come a time when it isn't 'They're spying on me through my phone' anymore. Eventually, it will be 'My phone is spying on me.” 
(Philip K. Dick)

The new era of automated and mechanized exercise has broadened the meaning of ‘surveillance’. Digitalization across the globe has

begun to dominate people and their personal, political, and social lives. Surveillance is no longer limited to stealing one’s cheat codes but

has created havoc from decoding phone’s data to silent killing. This is how the dangerous “Pegasus” virus invades our privacy.  

Pegasus is a malicious software or spyware that accesses the person’s personal or private data. The data is further decoded and sent to

the source destination. It can happen through a single text which bypasses our phone security to access every encrypted message, audio

stream, photo, video, and email that we send or receive. Interestingly, it can also turn on the microphone or camera, use the phone

caller, record the screen, and retrieve GPS location without us ever knowing about it.

Pegasus is the most sophisticated malware attack designed to spy iOS and Androids while remaining virtually undetectable. Even Apple

products, such as iPads and iPhones which are considered as some of the safest devices for data privacy are prone to hacking. The

ultimate spyware, also known by other names like Q Suite and Trident, attacks the vulnerabilities of an operating system in various

ways. This can be done through spear-phishing, wherein the text messages or emails are sent to the target’s device and through social

engineering techniques, the malicious links embedded in these messages force or trick users to open them.
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The second and most convenient way to attack is a zero-click

exploit. It doesn’t require any interaction with the phone's

owner, but exploits ‘zero-day’ vulnerabilities that are flaws or

bugs in an operating system. The spyware, Pegasus, then

penetrates the device once the vulnerability is found. The third

is rogue cell tower, IMSI Catcher or stingray, which imitates

actual cellular towers and automatically connects mobile

phones within a radius to connect to it. 

With the public becoming more aware of such attacks, now

Pegasus enters a device with just a missed call, iMessage, SMS,

WhatsApp message, or through any vulnerable app. Once it

enters, the phone is known to be “infected with Pegasus”. It

tricks the user by self-destructing if it can't communicate with

the hacker’s control centre for over 60 days or has been on the

wrong device.

This invasive form of surveillance is created by the Israeli

technology firm NSO Group, or Q Cyber Technologies. The

group got its first client, the Mexican government (2013),

which paid about $77 million to report the drug cartels.

However, today, countries like Saudi Arabia, India, Hungary

and the United Arab Emirates are some of its clients. 

A global investigation called The Pegasus Project was carried out

by Paris-based media Forbidden Stories and Amnesty International
with 17 other news agencies which accessed a list of 50,000

smartphone numbers since 2016. The list includes several

members of the Arab royal families, business executives,

journalists, politicians, human rights activists, and

government officials such as heads of state, prime ministers,

and cabinet ministers. 

The ten countries around which the list revolves are India,

Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Hungary, Kazakhstan,

Morocco, Rwanda, Azerbaijan, & UAE (United Arab Emirates).

In India itself, “300 mobile phones were targeted including

those of two serving ministers in the Narendra Modi

government, three opposition leaders, one constitutional

authority, 40 journalists and business persons” as  reported by

The Wire.  The first case was reported in 2016 by The Citizen Lab,

University of Toronto. The Lab found that Pegasus was used to

spy on a UAE human rights activist, Ahmed Mansoor whose

iPhone 6 was targeted with an SMS link (1). 

Amnesty International's digital forensic analysis discovered

that the spyware, Pegasus, was used in Saudi journalist Jamal

Khashoggi's murder case as well (2). The investigation found

that the NSO’s spyware technology was leveraged by Saudi

Arabia and its ally UAE to secretly monitor those close to

Khashoggi. The spyware was installed on the phone of 

 journalist Khashoggi’s fiancée, Hatice Cengiz, four days

after his death in the Saudi Consulate in Istanbul in 2018 (3).
The examination also showed evidence suggesting that the

phone of Khashoggi’s wife, Hanan Elatr, was also targeted

several months before his death, between November 2017 and

April 2018. Wadah Khanfar, a close friend to Khashoggi, the

former director of Al Jazeera Television Network, was also

infected by Pegasus as recently as July 2021.

According to The Citizen Lab researchers, Khashoggi sent a

text message to Saudi dissident Omar Abdulaziz, disguised

as a shipping update about an order. “The link was traced to a

domain connected to Pegasus, leading to Abdulaziz’s phone

becoming infected with the malware, giving hackers access

virtually to his entire phone, including his daily

conversations with Khashoggi.” In 2018, Khashoggi entered

the building of the Saudi Consulate to pick up the papers that

would permit him to marry Cengiz. But minutes later he was

killed, after which Saudi attorney general  termed the killing

as a 'premeditated murder'.

 

Founded in 2010, the NSO Group, known for its expertise in

creating specialized cyberweapons, denied all allegations

levelled against it in Khashoggi's murder case. It said that its

technology is being marketed and licensed to government

clients as the NSO website says, “NSO products are used

exclusively by government intelligence and law enforcement

agencies to find crime and terror”. The first name initials of

the founders, Niv Carmi, Shalev Hulio, and Omri Lavie, form

the abbreviation NSO which doesn’t openly reveal the

identity of its clients who buy Pegasus to spy on victims. This

Group also sells other technologies such as Eclipse, a drone

defense system, and Fleming, a program that uses

smartphones and public health data to identify Covid

patients. Other similar surveillance or spyware firms include

Intellexa (an alliance of cyber intelligence firms Nexa

technologies, WiSpear, & Cytrox), eSurv, etc.
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Moreover, Facebook-owned WhatsApp, in October 2019, filed a lawsuit against the NSO Group before a California Court, claiming that

the latter had placed Pegasus spyware by exploiting a zero-day vulnerability. In July 2020, the Court ruled in favor of WhatsApp. NSO

denied all allegations and challenged the Court's judgement, and this case is still unresolved. In December 2020, companies such as

Google, Microsoft, LinkedIn, GitHub also joined the battle against NSO. 

Regarding the above issue, an RTI was filed by Indian activist Saurav Das on October 23, 2019, asking the Indian government for the

transaction of Pegasus spyware. However, the Cyber and Security Information (CIS) of the Ministry of Home Affairs (India), has denied

any unauthorized surveillance.

Recently, the Biden administration has put NSO Group on US blacklist for functioning “contrary to the foreign policy and national

security issues of the US” (4). Biden has outrightly called Pegasus as a digital “tool for repression”. This has implications for the NSO

Group as it won’t be allowed to purchase parts from American companies dealing in electronics without having a special license.

However, the NSO group has refused all allegations and has defended itself by saying that its technologies are actually meant to fight

against terrorism and crime and therefore, aid US’s national interests. It is therefore seeking for a reversal of such a move. 

But Amnesty International and other organizations have welcomed the blacklisting in light of the larger discourse that every individual

has the right to privacy and personal liberty, and it is the duty of the government to protect and prevent the violation of such rights. And

as Gary Kovacs, a San Francisco Bay Area technologist rightly said, "Privacy is not an option and it shouldn't be the price we accept for

just getting on the internet". 

Marczak, Bill, and John Scott-Railton. "The Million Dollar Dissident". The Citizen Lab, University of Toronto. 2016

“Massive Data Leak Reveals Israeli NSO Group’s Spyware used to Target Activists, Journalists, and Political Leaders

Globally." Amnesty International. 
Priest , Dana, et al. “Jamal Khashoggi’s Wife Targeted with Spyware Before His Death.” The Washington Post, 18 July 2021

"Israeli Spyware Company NSO Group Placed on US Blacklist." The Guardian. 
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GLORIOUS MOMENTS: INTIMIDATING CHALLENGES

By Ishrit Walia

“I wanted an escape from my life; from the electricity shortages, to the mosquitoes buzzing in our ear when we slept, 
from barely having two square meals to seeing our home getting flooded when it rained.” 

(Rani Rampal)

These lines truly portray Rani Rampal’s (Indian field hockey player) exemplary journey of becoming a player par excellence. Hers is the

story of many other players, who with glitter in their eyes, march on to chase gold. As the nation basks in their glory, the struggles of

these players raise important questions: do they pursue their uncharted dream of sports out of passion or is their move motivated by

their desire to have a better life and identity?

 

Hailing from insurgency-ravaged areas with two meals a day being a luxury, joining academics for free food, mixing milk with water to

sustain, inability to buy a hockey stick, playing to be rewarded with something like shoes – these are tales of those considered the best

in their games whose skills have been forged in the fire of personal hardships. Tough and swift although malnourished and scrawny as

kids, they are the ones who give reasons to be proud of our country. What drives them towards sports is the want of a better life, proper

nutrition, a place they can call their own, huge cash rewards, jobs in government departments, and so on.

 

From insurgency-hit Churachandpur (rural district of Manipur) to the international boxing arena, Mary Kom has forged an

impregnable position in the world of boxing. Arising from modest circumstances, Mirabai Chanu took lifts from truck drivers to reach

her academy. Her unmatched commitment made her the recipient of the silver medal at the Tokyo Olympics. Awe inspiring is the story

of the leader of the cohort of the Indian hockey team. A product of abysmal circumstances, Rani Rampal’s father was a cart puller & her

mother worked as a maid in people’s homes. Absence of a clock at their place made her mother wait till daybreak & eventually, Rani

challenged varied societal notions to create a place for herself. Salima Tete, living in a mud house in Jharkhand, overcame economic

hardships to become a player par excellence. Owing her success to her tough childhood, she was awarded with goats & chickens as

prizes on winning tough competitions which acted as an impetus for her to work on the finer nuances of the game. 
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The possibility of free food at former Indian captain Pritam Rani Swach’s academy attracted hockey player Neha Goyal towards the

game. With her unflinching courage, Vandana Katariya scored a goal against Great Britain and a hattrick against South Africa in the

recently held Olympics. Her family faced paucity of resources as her father had a modest job with a PSU. She was on the verge of giving

up her life. However, she soon bagged a job as a ticket collector with Indian Railways which infused life in her. Her dogged

determination turned tides in her favour and helped her earn a slot in the 2016 Rio Olympics. 

 

Defying all odds, Simranjeet Kaur Baath became the first female boxer from Punjab. Interested far more in studies than sports during

childhood, she had to be persuaded by her mother to take up boxing, as pursuing education required a huge sum of money. This

unrivalled player went on to clinch a bronze medal at the 2018 AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships.

 

Imbued with unassailable commitment, Racewalker Khushbir Kaur overcame a tough childhood. She lost her father at a tender age and

was encouraged by her mother who worked as a house help to take up sports. Her untiring efforts bore fruit as she etched her name in

history when she came second in the 20km race walk in Incheon in 2014. Being bestowed with the Arjuna award is a testimony to her

commitment and resilience. 

The story of acclaimed badminton player and coach P Gopichand, whose mother made unparalleled efforts including walking in the

scorching heat instead of taking a bus to save Rs 2 so that she could buy a shuttle for her son, is indeed inspirational. Winning two silver

medals at the 2018 Asian games, Duttee Chand finds her roots in a family of weavers with barely enough to eat. Early marriage, taking

care of kids, working as a labourer at the farm is what hindered Duttee’s progress in life. With turning to sports being the only way out

of this dreary life, she took recourse to sports.

Athlete OP Jaisha remembers eating mud to feed her stomach as she had a disturbing childhood and as she lost her father and a source

of livelihood. Her endurance paid off as she won medals twice at the Asian Games.

 

Ever wondered what drives these people to become sports prodigies? It is desperation and determination to change the fabric of their

lives. Desperation to have two square meals a day, to live in a proper home, to have a financially secure position, to end the vicious cycle

of poverty, to break free from their circumstances and fly high. It is this desperation which ignites in them the will to succeed, this need

for survival and to make a name for themselves. 

 

Haryana is the locus of medals. The reason is that Haryana has the best system in place with regards to nurturing sports players. No

wonder, this state with just 2.1% of India’s population sent 24% of the athletes to Tokyo. A massive payoff of INR 4 crores and 2.5 crores

is what Haryana offers to silver and bronze medal winners respectively. Ravi Dahiya, for example, was not only the beneficiary of the

prize amount but was also given a plot at concessional rates along with a government post. Nine women from Haryana who were part of

the hockey contingent were beneficiaries of Rs 50 lakh. It’s high time that efforts are put in to create a conducive ecosystem for sports,

as sports persons truly need support to achieve greater heights in their early career as well and not solely when they win gold, silver and

bronze for the nation.

 

These poignant tales weave a magic of undying spirit, of grit and courage, of unfathomable strength and of glorious accomplishments.

We salute our inspirational sports stars!
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Poetry



Of Memoirs and
Recollections

By Hunardeep Kaur 

History- 

A recurring sophistry,

A sophisticated dance-

Past seducing the present 

The present refusing to follow

The steps 

History-

A Revolving mirror,

Reflections of the past,

Reflections on the present

Strange refractions

History-

Between black and white

Stuck in the middle of 

Truth and lie

An in-between state

History-

Stories officialised,

Entrenched discourses,

Power-laden narratives

Imbalance of power

History-

Written, un-written,

Re-written

Whose blood is used as the ink

Which power-laden pen?

History-

Voices, voiced

Unvoiced
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By Hunardeep Kaur 

The heard, the unheard

A tapestry of voices and stifled silences

History-

A pendulum

The to and fro of time

The oscillation-

Between past and present

Truths and untruths

Voice and voicelessness

Power and oppression

History-

A chronicle of time

that pretends to forget 

some stories,

some voices,

some memories

sending them to obscurity

History-

A past 

And yet a present

A past that can wilfully be altered

Throwing its shadows on the uncertain present

Memory-

Collective memory

That refuses to descend

Into obscurity

Between remembrance and forgetting

It stands 

Memory-

An indelible ink

that refuses to be erased

into nothingness 

Between history and power

It stands 

There it stands, Memory! 
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Ode to Art 

By Shreeja Dwivedi 

When injustice is served on a platter

and pushed down our throats,

the power of creation comes into focus,

like the beautiful twilight in a dark alley.

Art is an expression, carved on the world.

When monotony is the mirror we look into

and get drowned in the hollowness of our reflection,

a desire to escape overwhelms us,

like a hidden valley awaiting new visitors.

Art is liberation, away from boundaries.

When words are wrapped around emotions

and spread as confetti over blankness,

solace imbues within us,

like the soft embrace of petrichor.

Art is happiness, in billions of disguises.

Art harbours diversity while being

the hope between storm and sunrise,

the resistance that survives,

and the connection between you and me.

It dances on beloved grounds,

under the massive pink skies.

We breathe art, therefore we rise.
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